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acoustic Of or relating to the science of acoustics.
Old fashioned acoustic instruments.

audience A gathering of spectators or listeners at a (usually public) performance.
He requested an audience with the king.

audio Sound, especially when recorded, transmitted, or reproduced.
Audio equipment.

auditory Of or relating to the process of hearing.
Teaching methods use both visual and auditory stimulation.

deaf Make or render deaf.
Deaf to her warnings.

decibel
A unit used to measure the intensity of a sound or the power level of an
electrical signal by comparing it with a given level on a logarithmic scale.
His voice went up several decibels.

earshot The range or distance over which one can hear or be heard.
She waited until he was out of earshot before continuing.

echo Ring or echo with sound.
His words echoed John F Kennedy.

gramophone An antique record player; the sound of the vibrating needle is amplified
acoustically.

hear Examine or hear evidence or a case by judicial process.
An all woman jury heard the case.

hearing The act of hearing attentively.
She had moved out of hearing.

intercept An act or instance of intercepting something.
I intercepted Edward on his way to work.

listen Listen and pay attention.
Policymakers should listen to popular opinion.
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listening The act of hearing attentively.
You can learn a lot by just listening.

musical Relating to music.
A musical comedy.

mute Muffle the sound of a musical instrument especially by the use of a mute.
His professional contentment was muted by personal sadness.

noise
Emit a noise.
The enhancer can improve the video signal quality reducing noise and
increasing image sharpness.

phonetic Relating to phonetics.
Detailed phonetic information.

phonetics
The branch of acoustics concerned with speech processes including its
production and perception and acoustic analysis.
A phonetics laboratory.

phonic
Relating to phonics.
The devices of poetry foreground phonic elements that are usually ignored
in practical speech.

phonology The branch of linguistics that deals with systems of sounds (including or
excluding phonetics), within a language or between different languages.

recorder An apparatus for recording sound, pictures, or data.
A recorder of rural life.

resound (of a place) be filled or echo with a sound or sounds.
The office resounds with the metronomic clicking of keyboards.

reverberate Be reflected as heat, sound, or light or shock waves.
Her deep booming laugh reverberated around the room.

reverberation The repetition of a sound resulting from reflection of the sound waves.
Reverberations of the market crash were felt years later.

ring Ring or echo with sound.
Dark shadows ringed his eyes.

sonic Denoting, relating to, or of the nature of sound or sound waves.
A sonic wave.

speaking Capable of or involving speech or speaking.
Public speaking.

squeaking Having or making a high-pitched sound such as that made by a mouse or a
rusty hinge.

voice The melody carried by a particular voice or instrument in polyphonic music.
She had strained and falsified her literary voice.
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